
 16     Sonic Interaction via Spatial Arrangement in Mixed-Reality 

Environments 

The recent growth in wireless and mobile computing technology has extended the 
potential domain of computer applications to the everyday world, far from the generic 
desktop. The resulting domain, known as  mixed reality , which blends real and digital 
information, offers great potential for sonic interaction. Many new techniques can be 
explored as we transition from purely virtual simulation to applications that incorpo-
rate real-world features. Examples include location-based audio delivery, distributed 
performance, virtual music venues, subjective multiuser experience, and topographical 
musical arrangement. By representing users in a three-dimensional model, movement 
and spatial arrangement can be used to provide natural sonic mappings, capitalizing 
on familiar movements and gestures. In this manner it is possible to virtualize the 
components of musical performance, including microphones, loudspeakers, effects 
boxes, and the interconnections among them. Rearranging these items in space and 
adjusting perspective provide a technique for generic musical interaction with sonic 
material, offering potential for the discovery of new artistic forms. 

16.1   Background 

Virtual worlds are becoming important meeting places for many sorts of activity, and 
the opportunities to exploit these worlds for creative effect have not been lost on 
artists. The growth of mobile computing, coupled with improvements in tracking 
technology, also facilitate the creation of hybrid spaces where virtual elements, or even 
fully coherent three-dimensional scenes, can be overlaid on top of a real space, thereby 
extending virtual worlds into the physical. Examples include the  Tactical Sound Garden  
(TSG) [ 6 ], where users were able to  “ plant ”  sounds in urban environments, listen to 
previous creations, and even  “ prune ”  the sounds left by others with the adjustment 
of a few parameters. Similarly,  Alter Audio  [ 5 ] allowed cell phone users to compose 
musical arrangements in space over time. The system allowed sampling of audio via 
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cell phone microphones and provided modifiers in the form of sound effects, synthe-
sizers, and the ability to rearrange these in space. Tanaka proposed an ad hoc (peer-
to-peer) networking strategy to allow multiple musicians to share sound simultaneously 
using hand-held computers [ 8 ], and his later work with Gemeinboeck [ 9 ] capitalized 
on location-based services on 3G networks to acquire coarse locations of mobile 
devices. They proposed the creation of  locative media instruments , where geographic 
localization is used as a component of a musical interface. Other examples such as 
 GpsTunes  [ 7 ] and  Melodious Walkabout  [ 2 ] have used heading information to provide 
audio cues that guide individuals in specific directions, demonstrating the interactive 
potential of spatial audio in augmented reality scenarios. 

 16.2   Sonic Interaction via Spatial Arrangement 

 Although the case studies provided later in this text vary in terms of interaction, there 
is a unifying paradigm used throughout. Specifically, all sonic elements and interac-
tions among them are represented within a virtual three-dimensional model, and there 
is a relation between these virtual items and their real-world counterparts. 

 Although arranging sounds in space is hardly new to the world of audio, where the 
physical arrangement of live instruments is often adjusted to achieve a desired mix 
(e.g., trombones in the back, violins up front), we can gain expressive power by  “ vir-
tualizing ”  a spatial audio configuration. The flexibility of computer simulation allows 
for additional control mechanisms to adjust the arrangement and interplay of sonic 
elements in real time. Because it draws on the life experience of sound in the world 
around us, this approach tends to be intuitive, with interaction based on a familiar 
conceptual model. 

 16.2.1   Spatial Signal Bussing 
 Our work in this domain began with the artistic motivation to reintroduce physicality 
and human motion into digital performance works. The objective was to maintain a 
growing number of digital signal processing (DSP) units without having to interrupt 
a musician from playing his instrument, that is, keeping hands on the saxophone 
instead of on computing equipment. Although foot pedals and the like have long been 
used for such purposes, we wanted something more direct and transparent, allowing 
the audience to see and recognize the effector responsible for change in the sound. 
This requirement could be satisfied through the use of large-scale motion and gesture 
as a more natural control paradigm and, ideally, with a reduction in the number of 
abstract actions needed to be memorized. As a first instance of this kind of control, 
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we designed a configuration of several microphones on stage, arranged in a circle 
around the performer, each routed to a particular DSP unit. While playing, a performer 
could physically approach a particular microphone to apply the corresponding DSP 
effects. Although this configuration was easy to manage and satisfied the objectives 
of directness and transparency, it remained quite limited in compositional range. 

 To address this shortcoming, we subsequently  “ virtualized ”  the configuration for 
signal bussing. Using computer simulation, all microphones and DSP were modeled 
in a  virtual audio scene , with input provided by an instrumental sound source (live 
sax), tracked using an orientation sensor. Because the simulation knew where the 
saxophone was pointing, the performer could physically aim his instrument to sur-
rounding virtual microphones, represented as DSP targets in the scene, and the sound 
would be captured and processed accordingly by the desired DSP module. Additionally, 
we allowed the performer to spread the sound to more than one target as a function 
of the  roll  of the instrument, that is, rotation around the pointing axis. 

 16.2.2   Sonic Perspective and Listening 
 A fundamental aspect of sonic interaction emerges when virtual motion is also 
extended to listeners and audience members, allowing listeners to obtain radically 
different perspectives of a single spatial audio work. Just as a sound source can be 
aimed toward a DSP target, a virtual microphone can be controlled to capture (listen 
to) a selected region of the audio scene. Such microphone steering turns the user into 
an  active listener  with a specific sonic perspective and the power to determine the 
quality of mix to be captured and heard. Moreover, this permits the emergence of 
virtuosity in the mixing task, using simple actions (e.g., moving, turning, focusing), 
and the development of new expressive forms involving real-time montage in live 
performance applications. 

 16.2.3   Interaction via Motion 
 Taking this approach a step further, we may incorporate motion and dynamic control 
over the arrangement and interplay of sonic elements. For example, virtual DSP targets 
or sound source elements, such as phase-locked audio loops, can be pulled closer or 
pushed away from the performer to control the amount of signal being processed, 
thereby replacing the sonic interactions that would be performed traditionally with 
faders, knobs, and pedals. Physical motion can also be incorporated into the virtual 
environment to explore and play with elements scattered throughout the space, thus 
allowing both composers and listeners to create new sonic blends of sound sources in 
their proximity and to interact with each other during performance. 
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16.2.4   Virtual Performance Venues 
We have virtualized different types of performance situations where multiple net-
worked performers can explore and play together (see  M é nagerie Imaginaire  in section 
16.3.1). What distinguishes our approach from other network-based jamming imple-
mentations [ 1 ,  4 ] is that our players share not only audio streams but the actual sonic 
resources of the virtual environment as well. Typically, these virtual venues have zones 
at various locations designated for different types of musical interaction. At one loca-
tion, for example, there may be a number of synchronized loops to accompany players 
who come there to jam. As players move through the area, the loops they hear will 
fade from one to another yet remain rhythmically synchronized to maintain a coher-
ent groove for all performers. 

16.2.5   Mixed Reality 
Our interaction paradigm involves the modeling of sound elements in virtual space 
and the coupling of that space and its elements to the real word. Following the tax-
onomy of Milgram ’ s Virtuality Continuum, illustrated in   figure 16.1 , our work tends 
to be more associated augmented virtuality (a virtual environment augmented with 
real-world information) in that it involves attaching sensors to a physical instrument 
and representing its position within a virtual scene.    

Although it is perfectly valid to organize sounds and effects in surreal or conceptual 
spaces, such as those one might find in a video game, we seek to provide direct, physi-
cal, and natural real-world interaction with audio content. Thus with each new appli-
cation we create, we move further toward the left side of the continuum, as opposed 
to the right side, where interaction is mainly limited to virtual content and users 
require a screen and controllers (e.g., joysticks, gamepads, or other sensors) to apply 
motions. 

Furthest to the left we find augmented reality applications, which maintain a user ’ s 
presence among real-world objects and virtual content, allowing users to capitalize 
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Figure 16.1 
Milgram ’ s Virtuality Continuum [ 3 ] shows that an application can sit on a scale between virtual 
reality (total immersion in a synthetic world) and true reality as more physical objects are added 
to the representation. 
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on everyday knowledge and movement to drive interaction. The human body can be 
tracked and modeled so that hand gestures, head movements, and even walking can 
be mapped to corresponding virtual motion. Other physical objects can also have 
virtual counterparts and, conversely, virtual objects, such as the DSP targets men-
tioned earlier, can be associated with physical objects that the user might point 
toward or even pick up to perform some processing on an audio signal. In such a 
case, the environment ’ s real features are used as interface elements for interaction. 
Furthermore, the potentially massive scale of real-world space also lends well to mas-
sively multiuser implementations in which hundreds or thousands of users can 
participate. 

 16.3   Case Studies 

 Building on the capabilities described above, we now present examples of the artistic 
works and proof-of-concept applications we have developed. Each serves to contrast 
and comment on the different kinds of sonic interaction and implementation strate-
gies we have explored to date. Because our objectives with this work have, to date, 
been artistic, our primary concern was the creative possibilities afforded to the artist. 
Nevertheless, we are now undertaking an experiment to investigate the effectiveness 
of our innovations insofar as they impact on listener perception and understanding 
of a musically complex scene. 

 16.3.1    M é nagerie Imaginaire : A Performance in a Virtual World 
 This piece was performed at NIME  1   June 7, 2007 (New York) and at the Pure Data 
Convention  2   August 23, 2007 (Montreal, Canada). 

One of our first performances to capitalize on movement and spatial arrangement 
of audio in a virtual environment, this piece features a guitarist and a harmonica player 
who travel throughout a shared virtual landscape and jam in several preestablished 
zones, each with accompaniment pertaining to a unified spatiotemporal score. Player 
movement in the environment was purely virtual, using joystick control. Later, an 
active listener was added to capture the sonic (musical) activity for presentation to 
the audience in the style of a music video, where the camera ’ s perspective is organized 
aesthetically to follow the players throughout the performance. With this addition 
the trajectories of the musicians were predetermined and automated, resulting in a 
fixed spatiotemporal structure on which the players could improvise by directing their 
sounds to a number of effects units that were  “ attached ”  to each musician as an art-
ist ’ s palette. 
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16.3.2    Blairatta Policeme : A Scored Performance in Mixed Reality 
 This work was commissioned by Arraymusic  3   and performed live at ARRAYMUSIC 
Studio, June 3, 2008 (Toronto, Canada). 

  Blariatta  is a chamber piece scored for a jazz trio and three moving musicians, where 
performers and audience share a common space with an overlaid virtual audio scene 
containing four signal-processing zones, marked on the floor. The sound of a musician 
passing through a zone is captured, delayed, and reemitted there. Thus, specific loca-
tions in the space are associated with a particular contrapuntal musical function, and 
cannons are created by the superposition of musical material in the score. Live signal 
processing, which is usually difficult to manage because of inherent instabilities of 
feedback delay, was, in this case, limited in time and space: each player ’ s microphone, 
sent to a delay unit, was open only while the performer was in a zone. Perhaps most 
interestingly, the mixed-reality interface design involved a spatial organization of 
musical material, both mobile sound sources and signal-processing zones, coupled to 
locations in the physical space. The score provided instructions to players describing 
what, as well as  “ where, ”  to play (  figure 16.2 ). Similarly, audience members could 
roam the performance space, emphasizing particular layers of musical material 
(cannons) according to their proximity to the four zones. The resulting musical experi-
ence was globally linear, described in a conventional score, but at the same time locally 
nonlinear because the final rendering of the work depended on the unique movement 
(perspective) of each listener (  figure 16.3 ).       

16.3.3    Audio Graffiti : Multiuser Audio Tagging and Listening Installation 
 This work was installed at ICMC  4   August 21, 2009 (Montreal, Canada) at the Twelfth 
Biennial Arts and Technology Symposium  5   March 4 – 6, 2010 (New London, CT), and 
at Nuit Blanche October 1, 2011 (Toronto, Canada). 

  Audio Graffiti  operates on a wireless network, allowing multiple participants to 
contribute to a collaborative, ever-evolving musical texture. Participants connect using 
a small mobile computer with a connected headset and a position-tracking tag.  6   Users 
can start and stop the capture of their microphone signal, which is then time-tagged 
and assigned a playback offset relative to a global rhythm cycle (of a certain number 
of beats). Playback of each sample is periodically triggered by a scheduler, and its 
amplitude may diminish over time until it fades out and is removed from the scene, 
as illustrated by the shrinking spheres seen in   figure 16.4 .    

The  “ graffiti wall ”  provides users with a strong conceptual and physical representa-
tion of where the tags are placed; no graphical display is needed. The wall also helps 
to support an active listening paradigm in which each user listens via an audio capture 
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Figure 16.2 
A moment from  M é nagerie Imaginaire  when a performer directs his harmonica into the virtual 
scene. His screen shows a subjective view, while the screen behind provides an objective render-
ing for the audience. 

cone. Audio zoom is controlled by users ’  proximity to the wall, as their listening cones 
respectively encompass a lesser or greater number of tags. Pulling back from the wall 
yields a  “ big picture ”  of all the sonic contributions, whereas coming close excludes 
nearly all but one or two particular audio tags. 

16.4   Implementation Details 

16.4.1   Motion Tracking: Binding Real and Virtual 
The representation and virtualization of real-world objects rely extensively on motion 
tracking, which can be accomplished using a wide range of methods, including a 
global positioning system (GPS), which provides approximate spatial position but is 
limited to outdoor use, and camera-based or radio frequency systems for indoor use. 
In order to maintain a corresponding audio perspective, it is also important to capture 
the orientation of a listener ’ s head. There are a number of commercially available units 
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to choose among that provide full three-dimensional orientation with an absolute 
reference. 

16.4.2   Audio Streaming versus Playback 
Reliable audio streaming between users poses a formidable challenge, especially in 
mobile wireless implementations. To conserve bandwidth, most wireless audio proto-
cols use compression algorithms, which are often associated with significant latency, 
thus limiting the possibilities for musically synchronized participants. In response, we 
developed  nStream , our own low-latency uncompressed audio streaming protocol [ 10 ], 
which minimizes delay while maintaining an acceptable audio quality for musical 
applications, even when running on wireless transports. Although limitations of scale 
are still encountered in both wired and wireless conditions, such protocols are often 
limited more by the rate at which packets are injected into the network than by 
bandwidth. 

Figure 16.3 
A schematic overview of  Blairatta Policeme . Performers play music and move through the space 
according to a score. On entering a zone, their instruments ’  signals are bussed to the correspond-
ing effects node and are heard by the loudspeaker. Throughout the piece, the effects nodes shift 
positions, carrying their containing sound during their displacement. 
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provides the necessary scalable software layer for maintaining distributed  SPatial INter-
action  over a network. A client-server model is used to provide the necessary control-
level synchronization between machines so that one shared environment is experienced 
by all users. 

 16.5   Discussion: Spatial Organization and Artistic Creation 

 Spatial arrangement as a technique for composing music is by no means new. The 
ability to organize music in space has great implications for how it is composed and, 
in turn, experienced. A virtual scene can be subdivided into a variety of zones where 
different sounds and sonic behaviors are encountered by performer or listener. Simi-
larly, the sonic perspective of each listener can contribute actively to a unique and 
subjective experience. Our notions of harmony and counterpoint are extended by 
considering the  “ proximity ”  of musical material in relation to the listener, and per-
former/listener movement can create  “ musical transitions ”  from one zone to the next, 
ultimately serving to define the global form of the musical experience. 

 Working with these constructs, a composer must consider alternative approaches 
to the creation, performance, representation, and experience of music. For ideas, we 
look to other disciplines, such as sculpture and architecture, where objects are expe-
rienced from multiple points of view, in a nonlinear fashion. In general, spatial music 
pieces can include a topological description or  “ map ”  that identifies the locations of 
sonic elements, delineates zones, and describes the extents and limits of interaction. 
Although there is no inherent order in which one visits the content of a work, nor 
speed at which the listener transitions between locations, it is possible to create linear 
works in time. Trajectories can be used, for example, to constrain listener movement 
in the scene, thereby creating timed and sequential  “ readings ”  of the work. More-
over, because the piece is deployed via computer simulation, it is also possible to 
define behaviors or events that occur based on user motion. For example, certain 
sounds might be played only if a user passes through a particular location. The extent 
to which the creator predefines trajectories or leaves the system free and open 
for exploration situates the work in a continuum between performance and art 
installation. 

 Of particular interest, our approach offers the possibility to work with linear forms, 
nonlinear forms, or both simultaneously. Over time, we have explored several aspects 
of artistic design in these environments, ranging from game-like navigable virtual 
environments such as the work  M é nagerie Imaginaire  to choreographed live (mixed-
reality) performances such as  Blairatta Policeme . We have even deployed multiuser 
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installations such as  Audio Graffiti , where users interact in the same virtual scene over 
a period of days, establishing groups of audio tags at different locations in the space. 
In composition, we have developed techniques and strategies for the arrangement of 
sonic material so that it remains coherent in nonlinear playback. Because sounds from 
one zone may be audible in another zone, it is sometimes necessary to create boundar-
ies between sounds that do not mix well or establish transitions between adjacent 
sounds that work well  “ coming or going. ”  In a sense, the composer must lay out the 
work topologically, becoming a sort of sonic cartographer whose score maps out 
musical activity in both space and time. 

 16.6   Conclusion 

 We began this exploration with a simulation technology for placement of virtual 
effects around a performing musician. However, a formalization of the interaction 
paradigm has led to works that can be deployed in large-scale mixed-reality scenarios, 
where potentially large numbers of users can simultaneously interact with the system. 
This allows for experimentation with these exciting forms and representations, pro-
vides new opportunities for artistic creation, and challenges the social institutions for 
musical performance and diffusion. With new forms come new performance venues, 
and with these come new modes of audience participation. We look forward to 
working in this domain, where multiple individuals have the power to create their 
own interpretations, where the traditional boundaries of musical arrangement fall 
apart, and where we begin to interact on vast scales of spatial and social extent. 

 Notes 

1.    http://www.nime.org/2007.  

2.    http://convention07.puredata.info/en/index.html.  

 3.    http://www.arraymusic.com.  

 4.    http://www.icmc2009.org.  

 5.    http://www.conncoll.edu/CAT/sym2010.  

 6.   We used the Ubisense tracking system ( www.ubisense.net/en ), which uses triangulation of 
UWB radio pulses from active RF tags and operates with a spatial resolution of 1 foot or less 
because consumer-grade GPS cannot operate at such a fine (pedestrian) scale and loses accuracy 
when close to walls. 

 7.    http://spinframework.org.    
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